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(Bass Recorded Versions Persona). Note-for-note transcriptions of Paul's bass parts from all 17

tracks from the classic album. Songs include: Carry That Weight * Come Together * The End *

Golden Slumbers * Here Comes the Sun * Maxwell's Silver Hammer * She Came in Through the

Bathroom Window * Something * You Never Give Me Your Money * and more.
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I had this crazy dream to get all of my musician friends together and play the "B" side of Abbey

Road at my 50th bd party so I ordered this music. I have to say that that it exceeded my

expectations, especially with regards to the vocal parts. We actually pulled it off, including the

three-part harmony on "Because", which we pretty much read right off of the page at the party. The

main reason I ordered this, however, was so we could nail the transitional section in "You Never

Give Me Your Money", and the chord changes are spot-on, as well as the tabs. My only knock on

this collection is a the lack of a piano part, which seems a little strange given the heavy keyboard

emphasis on some of these tunes. Luckily my keyboard player was a real pro and could play them

by ear, but if you are going to perform Abbey Road you will need more than this volume to make it

happen. And just to clarify about the vocal notations, it is more than adequate but it is not

exhaustive. The major harmony parts are there but all off the "ahs" and "oohs" (i.e. "Bathroom

Window") are not.Having said all of that I recommend this volume if you are going to jam out to the

Beatles!



These are great transcriptions, just as Paul played them, and if you can master these, you're doing

very well indeed - among his very best. It'll help to look up the 'isolated bass' parts on youtube while

learning the tab.

I'm not heavily into the Beatles, but I always wanted to learn some of the songs from this album

(especially Something). This is an excellent book in terms of accuracy when put up against the

recording. Some concessions had to be made because of the multi-tracked guitars, but overall it

saved me a lot of time trying to Tab out songs that were heavily produced making them hard to

decipher. Highly recommended.

nice transcriptions

Awesome job. Now start cracking on doing a bass book for "The White Album".

It arrived promptly. well-packed and exactly as described. Thanks!

While this book is not 100% accurate as I had wished it were, it is still very close however so I do

recommend it for anyone who wants to learn the bass from this amazing album. Now I wish they

would release the other Beatles album in this Bass recorded series.

Very good book, really pleased!
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